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ABSTRACT
Physiological data can be used to detect the presence of pain, a problem
that up to this point has entirely subjective solutions. While there are general
indicators of pain, physiological signals have been shown to alter as a response
to painful stimuli. Prior work has primarily focused on predicting a level of pain
reported by a patient based on the assumption that pain is present. In this work,
we present a means of using machine learning to identify the presence of pain
using data collected from a freely available database MIMIC-III. Our methodology
involves constructing an image reconstruction based classifier and evaluating our
optimal classifiers on totally unseen testing data. Using both a 2 physiological
stream and a 3 physiological stream approach, our models produced an accuracy
of 80.56% and 87.18%, respectively. Each model is able to detect pain given less
than a minute of data, although the 2 stream approach requires less data to work
with. The proposed method for identifying pain presence has not been attempted
before to our knowledge.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1

Introduction and Motivation
In a hospital setting, reporting and treating pain are two of the most common

occurrences. Proper management and treatment of pain is imperative, as both
chronic and acute pain have been shown to negatively impact people’s lives [1].
Unfortunately for caregivers and medical workers, because the experience of pain
is unique to every individual [2] the ability to accurately identify the existence and
level of pain a patient is experiencing remains a challenge. Pain assessment relies
upon the subjective reporting from the patients themselves [3], a methodology that
remains in practice today. When a patient is experiencing pain, they typically
communicate their pain verbally to a medical worker and rate their pain on a scale
of 1 to 10. Most commonly doctor’s offices display a poster of the Wong-Baker
FACES Pain Rating Scale which provides simple, visual references of happy and sad
faces to help patients rate their pain levels [4]. While for the most part doctors can
trust patients to accurately report their own pain, there are multiple cases where
a patient may be unable or reluctant to communicate their pain accurately, such
as unconsciousness, a lack of trust in health care providers, fear of increased time
in care, financial concerns, and many others [5]. In other words, pain assessment
and treatment can be a challenge for both healthcare providers and patients alike.
The problem of objective pain assessment in the realm of modern medicine
has existed for several decades now; the possibility alone of being able to look into
the physiology of a patient and determine if that patient is experiencing pain or
not could yield many benefits. First and foremost, it removes the requirement that
patients effectively communicate their pain to their doctors. Regardless of ability or
lack thereof, pain should nearly always be mediated when appropriately warranted
1

as even the unconscious brain registers pain in the body [6]. By eliminating the
communication barriers, we can help health workers do their jobs more effectively,
and assist patients by treating their pain properly and improve their quality of
life [7]. Without proper treatment or some mediation, chronic and acute pain
have been shown to negatively impact people’s lives. From deterioration of mental
health to insomnia to employment issues and troubles in personal relationships [8],
pain can greatly affect people when left untreated.
It should be noted that there exists some general indicators that could act
as non verbal communication that a patient is in pain. These include but are
not limited to facial expressions such as clenched teeth or rapid blinking, body
movements like rubbing a body area or guarding, changes in mood or mental
state such as depressive symptoms or agitation, and multiple other indicators [9].
Though these indicators have been used in the past to assess and consequently
treat pain in nonverbal adults [10], these indicators could be fabricated or hidden
in some manner and make their identification harder, and thus warrants the need
for fully objective pain assessment methodologies.
A promising objective pain assessment method is looking towards biological
processes. An aggregate of physiological signals provides a snapshot of what is
happening in the human body at a given time. In general, when a person experiences pain, their central nervous system reacts changing various parts of their
physiology including their heart rate, skin conductivity, blood pressure and others
[11], with some exceptions due to disorders like congenital insensitivity to pain.
Knowing this, it is possible that machine learning methods could be used to read
in these physiological signals, detect differences between the values of pain-free
physiological signals and painful ones.
In this work, we present a method that uses machine learning to identify the
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presence or absence of pain using physiological data collected from hospital records.
To develop and evaluate our approach for detecting pain presence using physiological data, we rely on physiological time-series data collected from patients in a
hospital intensive care unit (ICU). Data was collected from 77 patients who were
admitted to the ICU for various purposes. Our subjects were real patients and data
had been collected with approval from both the University of Rhode Island Institutional Review Board (IRB), as well as the Massachusettes Institute of Technology
IRB.
In order to detect pain presence or absence, we use simple machine learning
techniques to develop a classifier that extracts information about the shape and
relativity of physiological signals stored in the hospital record system during times
of pain, and times where no pain is observed. The physiological measurements collected are electrocardiogram lead II, arterial blood pressure, and respiration rate.
While patients were held in the ICU, they were assessed hourly for either presence
or absence of pain. All instances of this assessment involved verbal communication
between a health provider and the patient. Because patients were asked hourly as
to whether they were experiencing pain or not, we used up to an hour long interval
surrounding the time the patient was assessed for training and testing our models.
Testing various windows allows us to evaluate how short of a time frame we must
record physiological data in order to predict whether they are experiencing pain or
not. The classifier developed were successful at distinguishing pain presence and
absence.
The dataset as a whole had data from 77 patients, 49 of which were male, 28
were female. From these patients, we initially had 947 pain events to work with. A
pain event is defined as an instance of the patient reporting experiencing or not experiencing pain. Of these initial pain events, 229 were positive pain events, or pain
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events where the patient reported experiencing pain, and 718 were negative pain
events, or pain events where the patient reported not experiencing pain. In other
words, there were many more negative pain events than positive ones; this class
imbalance had to be taken into account during the model development process.
While the results of this work improve upon previous related works, this still
demonstrates solely the viability of our method. We were able to achieve a maximum classification accuracy of 87.18%. The testing data used to find this accuracy
was completely unseen by our model during the training process. We test various
time frames for detecting pain in hopes of identifying a model that can predict pain
presence objectively with the highest accuracy and requiring minimal information
to do so.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
2.1

Related Work
While the area of pain in general has been studied well, not much work has

been completed relating to objective identification of pain. Most research relating
to pain involves the actual treatment of pain and how pain processes work in
the body, including much work on the central nervous system. Numerous studies
have been conducted evaluating current methodologies for assessing pain, and the
effectiveness of various scales used to measure and quantify pain. In fact, as
of 2017 well over 10,000 paper abstracts related directly to pain assessment or
more specifically pain assessment in the eldery [1]. In the last few years there
has been a slight shift from evaluating existing methodologies and scales towards
attempting to objectively evaluate pain altogether; several attempts have been
made with respect to incorporating machine learning into the area of pain research,
and although multiple studies utilize machine learning for classifying levels of pain,
few attempts have been made at diagnosing the existence or absence of pain [2].
Among these works relating to machine learning and pain, a few noteworthy
studies stand out among the rest. The first work ”Normalized skin conductance
level could differentiate physical pain stimuli from other sympathetic stimuli” by
Sugimine et al [3] exhibits the promise of looking at physiological data and its
relation to pain. In this work, the authors begin by introducing their experimental
setup, which involved inducing pain in participants in the form of thermal stimuli.
While pain was induced, the skin conductance of each participant was required.
Below in Figure 1 is a plot presented with sample readings from this study. In this
plot, we see that when pain is induced, the skin conductance levels in the participant increase, and gradually fall off once the pain stimulus has been halted. With
6

Figure 1. Skin conductance sample reading during pain induction
data like this, the authors reach the conclusion that signals like skin conductance
could be used to evaluate pain, but do not attempt to do so themselves. Other
works regarding skin conductance have shown promise in the area in relation to
pain as well [4, 5]
Another work relating specifically to machine learning and pain prediction
is entitled ”Machine learning-based prediction of clinical pain using multimodal
neuroimaging and autonomic metrics” by Lee et al [6]. This study involved the
induction of pain in study participants, except instead of measuring skin conductance, patients underwent magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and the results of
these scans were used as input in the context of predicting pain intensity. Once
all data was collected, the authors used a support vector regression algorithm.
Support vector algorithms effectively try to find a hyperplane in an n-dimensional
space that classifies data points distinctly; this is common knowledge in the machine learning community. Overall, the authors found that the support vector
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machine approach made predictions that correlated well with actual pain levels
reported by the participants.
The last, most notable work, ”Objective Pain Assessment Using Vital Signs”
by Erdoğan and Oğul [7] is one of the very few works attempting to predict the
existence of pain. These authors begin by acquiring data from Medical Information
Mart in Intensive Care (MIMIC)-III, which will be described in detail later on in
this paper and has been used in other machine learneing related works before[8].
Erdoğan and Oğul collected measurements of the following physiological parameters for the whole of 8 hours prior to a pain observation: Glasgow Coma Scale,
Heart Rate, Oxygen Saturation, Pupil Size, Respiration Rate, Skin Temperature,
and Urine Color
Like all instances where physiological data is involved, their dataset had relatively large quantities of missing data. In order to handle this issue, when missing
data is encountered, the latest valid measurement is carried until the next valid
measurement is reached. Once the dataset was properly setup, the authors tested
four machine learning models to make predictions on pain existence: AdaBoost,
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), LogitBoost, and Random Forest. These models are
all very popular and widely used in machine learning literature. Within the context of this study, Erdoğan and Oğul tested their models using the aforementioned
physiological signals recorded for 3,6, and 8 hours prior to the pain observation.
A summary of their results can be seen in Figures 2-5. Basically, Random Forest
consistently outperformed the other models, but all performed similarly for each
test case.

In all of these figures we observe that with respect to accuracy, each

model performs drastically better when given data from 3 hours until the pain observation as opposed to when the models are given more data. AUROC scores are
generally about the same across all time settings with the exception of the random
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Figure 2. AdaBoost model scores from Erdoğan and Oğul [7]. 3 Hours provides
the highest .647 AUROC and a .751 accuracy.

Figure 3. MLP model scores from Erdoğan and Oğul [7]. All provide similar
AUROC values but 3 hours produces a .754 accuracy.
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Figure 4. LogitBoost model scores from Erdoğan and Oğul [7]. 6 hours provides a
highest .660 AUROC and 3 hours yields a .755 accuracy.

Figure 5. Random Forest model scores from Erdoğan and Oğul [7]. 8 hours
produces the highest AUROC at .711 and 3 hours produces an accuracy of .761
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forest, in which 3 hours prior to pain observation yields the lowest AUROC and
8 hours yields the highest AUROC of .711. As a whole the results of this study
show promise in predicting pain presence or absence but with accuracies no better
than 75.4%, these models are unlikely to be used in a real medical setting.
Though the problem of objective pain assessment has been lightly studied,
a majority of works place emphasis on predicting the level of pain as opposed
to predicting the existence of pain. Those works that do experiment with the
pain existence problem exhibit moderate accuracy, with results that show that
predicting the existence of pain is possible. Therefore, there is a need to deeply
explore objective identification of pain in order to improve model performance in
a way that could yield usage and viability in a medical setting.
2.2

Problem Statement
The purpose of this paper is to explore the use of machine learning in the

context of identifying pain presence. The basic idea behind this is to construct
a model that learns variations between the physiological signals of patients experiencing pain, and patients not experiencing pain. Once created, this model will
be able to identify whether a snippet of physiological data represents a patient in
pain or a patient not in pain.
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CHAPTER 3
Methodology
In this chapter we explore the process of data collection, cleaning our dataset
and methods of handling missing data. From there we describe the process behind
image reconstruction, and delve into more specifics related to the training and
testing procedures, including how the models will be evaluated later on.
3.1

Collecting Data
With inspiration from Erdoğan and Oğul, we also look to the most recent

version of the MIMIC-III dataset, version 1.4. The MIMIC database is a freely
available database containing health-related data of more than 40,000 patients who
were admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU) of the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical
Center in Boston, Massachusettes between 2001 and 2012. The database contains
information including vital sign measurements, demographics, procedures, medications, any caregiver notes, and many other elements useful in a medical context [1].
All physiological data were recorded at 125 Hz and was collected through either
the Philips CareVue Clinical Information System and iMDsoft MetaVision ICU.
It should be noted that data collection for MIMIC-III was approved by the institutional review boards of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology for primary
collection, and the University of Rhode Island as part of a secondary data analysis
as mentioned previously. All data within the database is deidentified using date
shifting and other anonymizing techniques.
3.2

Stream Selection
We collected the measurements of 3 different physiological parameters for up

to an hour surrounding pain events, giving us half an hour of data before and
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Figure 6. Sample II, ABP, RESP streams
half an hour after a pain event for the model to extract information from. These
parameters are as follows: Electrocardiogram Lead II (II), Arterial Blood Pressure
(ABP), and Respiration Rate (RESP). Several factors led to the decision to include
these three signals specifically. Based on works mentioned previously among others,
these three signals have been correlated well with the existence of pain [2, 3, 4].
Another major factor that led to our selection of these signals is data availability.
Even though we handle missing data in our working dataset and there are multiple
methods to do so depending on how the missing data distribution is defined, be it
missing completely at random or missing not at random [5]. Options for handling
missing data include but are not limited to mean substitution [6], last observation
carried forward [7], and multiple imputation [8]. These options are taken into
account later on when handling our own missing data problem. A sample of the 3
data streams collected can be seen in Figure 6.
3.3

Dataset Pruning - Handling Missing Data and Class Imbalance via
SMOTE and Downsampling
We begin with 947 completely independent pain events, 229 of which are pos-

itive pain events and 718 are negative pain events. All of these pain events come
from 49 male patients and 28 female patients for a total of 77 patients. Inherently this indicates that patients each have multiple pain events. Nevertheless,
pain events are all separated by ample time to allow our hour long time window to
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Figure 7. Comparing imputation techniques
remain completely independent of one another. There are a couple important problems that must be dealt with prior to using this dataset to predict pain existence:
missing data and class imbalance.
With respect to missing data, we have seen multiple approaches to handling
the missing data problem [2, 6, 8]. Some methods, however, are more applicable
to time-series or health data than others. Erdoğan and Oğul demonstrated last
observation carry over could be a viable candidate for this dataset specifically.
Even still, with consultation of Marc Rigatti of the University of Massachusetts
Medical School, we have come to the conclusion that simple carry over will not
suffice for the purposes of this experiment. As a result we decide to use linear
interpolation as it has been used extensively in the context of physiological stream
correction in the past [9, 10]. Linear interpolation is an improvement upon last
observation carry over. Instead of repeating the same value at 125 Hz until jumping
to the next value, we interpolate data forming a straight line between the latest
valid observation and the next one following a segment of missing data. A visual
representation of linear interpolation compared with latest observation carry over
can be seen in Figure 7. Looking back towards Figure 6, we can observe that
sharp vertical jumps in any of the streams of data is rare whereas relatively linear
changes are more representative of the signals. With few exceptions, a majority
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of our data was missing less than 10% of data. Some pain events were missing
a majority of their respective data, something that we fixed through our class
imbalance solution.
Given our initial dataset, there is a significant class imbalance, with more
than 75% of our data representing negative pain events, and the remaining few
samples representing positive pain events. In general, passing imbalanced classes
into a machine learning model proves problematic as most models typically assume
relatively equal class distributions [11]. As a result, we aim to bring our dataset at
least into more balance. However, because positive pain events are generally less
common occurring than negative ones, we should maintain a slight imbalance to
reflect the reality of our data. Therefore, we will be aiming for a distribution of
approximately 55% negative pain events, and 45% positive pain events. There are
multiple methods of handling imbalanced classes, as this problem occurs frequently
in the world of machine learning. Among these methods are downsampling the
majority class, oversampling the minority class, and using different metrics to
account for the imbalance [12, 13]. Depending on the context of the problem, it
is also common to combine a couple or more of these methods into an ensemble.
In this work, we utilize a combination of undersampling the majority whilst also
oversampling the minority in the hopes of reaching a class distribution of 300
positive events and 400 negative events.
We begin with downsampling our majority class as this process is much simpler than the oversampling procedure. In order to remove samples from our majority class, we start by ordering the negative pain events in nonincreasing order
of missing data percentages. For instance, if there are 5 negative pain events, 5
of which (V, W, X, Y, Z) missing 5% of data, another 2 (A, B) missing 2% of data,
the dataset would initially be ordered [V,W,X,Y,Z,A,B]. From there, we randomly
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scramble the ordering of pain events with the same amount of missing data. For
instance, the previous ordering could be reordered to [X,Z,W,V,Y,B,A]. The nonincreasing attribute of missing data quantity is still maintained. Now we begin
eliminating events from the beginning of our list until we have the target number
of negative pain events remaining. In our case, we begin with 718 negative events,
and remove a total of 318, leaving 400 to work with. Because we have altered the
missing data distribution of our dataset, we must make sure that both classes are
treated equally. After removing extra events from our negative class, the highest
amount of missing data in the negative class is approximately 8%, and so in order
to maintain fair comparisons we also remove positive pain events that are missing
more than 8% of their data. Doing so leaves us with just 192 positive pain events
to work with, which brings us to oversampling our minority to fix the overall class
distribution.
A highly used method for oversampling minority classes is synthetic minority
oversampling technique (SMOTE) [14]. This methodology generates new instances
of the minority class by performing certain operations on real data, operating in a
feature space. Although the original SMOTE technique was developed for singular
point data as opposed to time series data like we are working with, there exists
adaptations of SMOTE specifically developed for time series data [15]. When
looking to generate new data we pass in 3 arguments, D, the data set, ng, the
number of synthetic cases to generate, and k, the number of neighbors used in case
generation. We start by pulling a random sample of ng instances of our positive
events. For each of these instances, we find the k nearest neighbors of that event.
Let’s look more closely at one stream of a random sample, like ABP. In order to find
the k nearest neighbors of this ABP stream called tempStream for this example,
we find the k ABP streams from all positive pain events whose euclidean distance
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Figure 8. Real ABP data stream (a) shown with a SMOTE generated ABP stream
(b)
to tempStream are minimal. With a pool of k nearest neighbors to this stream,
we pick a single random neighbor denoted rNeighbor and for all data points in
our initial stream tempStream, we conduct the following procedure. We calculate
the difference between a point at index i in tempStream and rNeighbor dif f =
tempStream[i] − rN eighbor[i]. Then we create a new data point at index i in
our syntheticStream syntehticStream[i] = tempStream[i] + Random(0, 1) ∗ dif f .
By applying a random scale to our diff, we ensure variation exists between real
data and synthetic data. Once this process is completed for a single stream, we
repeat the process for the other two streams until we have a full synthetic positive
pain event. In total, we generate 108 new positive pain events, giving us a total
of 300 positive pain events to work with. A comparison of a real data stream and
a SMOTE generated stream can be seen in Figure 8. We can observe that there
are very few noticeable differences between the two streams, giving us confidence
that SMOTE successfully recreates physiological streams. Ultimately, this brings
our class distribution to 300 positive pain events and 400 negative pain events, or
approximately 42.8% positive cases and 57.2% negative cases, with 700 pain events
in total.
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3.4

Model Selection and Cross Validation
With a working dataset in our grasp, we can now look to begin develop a

model for our data. While other works mentioned previously have used common
approaches like random forest and adaboost, we propose an application of other
methodology to the problem of pain classification: image reconstruction. This
process has been utilized in several applications such as object detection [16] and
more importantly for our context, detecting data manipulation attacks on physiological sensor measurements [17]. Image reconstruction is a viable candidate for
our pain classification problem for several reasons. Firstly, other classic machine
learning methods have been tested against this dataset. Though the dataset of [2]
is not exactly the same as ours, the area of objective pain classification must be
expanded in order to find an optimal model for the problem, and this expansion
includes testing other models and methods like image reconstruction. Another reason to use image reconstruction is its simplicity and efficiency. All of the training
and classification aspects of this model are simple mathematical equations that are
easy to follow and easy to implement in practice. Additionally, this model is fast
relative to other options. One popular method related to image reconstruction is
the use of a convolutional neural network (CNN). In our case we opt not to use
a CNN because they tend to train slowly compared to image reconstruction, and
CNNs typically perform best with much larger datasets. 700 samples are workable
but CNNs are very well suited to datasets with thousands of data samples or more.
Having selected the image reconstruction route, we can now develop, train,
and test our model. For this process we will maintain a 90%/10% stratified split
of the data for training and testing. In other words, each of our training and
testing split will maintain the overall class distribution established through our
class imbalance solution above, with the training set containing 90% of our data
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and the testing set containing 10% of the data. This will give 270 positive pain
events and 360 negative pain events for training, and leave 30 positive pain events
and 40 negative pain events for testing. During the training process we make
use of leave one out cross validation (LOOCV). Cross validation in general is a
method used to evaluate the performance of a machine learning model. K-fold
cross validation involves splitting the training dataset into k groups. Once the
k groups are established, one group will be held for a validation set, and the
remaining groups used as a training set. The model is fit on the training set and
evaluated on the validation set. The evaluation results are maintained and the
model discarded, and the process repeated until each group has been used as the
validation set. Once all of this training and validation has been completed, the
evaluation scores can be combined to estimate the performance of the model [18].
LOOCV is a variation of k-fold cross validation in which the validation set is a
single sample of data, as opposed to a group of data samples. Similarly to k-fold
validation, the process of using different validation sets until all data points have
been tested at the validation set still occurs. A diagram showing the data splits
and process of LOOCV can be seen in Figure 9. Each iteration of the model uses
a different singular point as its testing case, a point which is highlighted in each
different model of our figure.
3.5

Image Reconstruction Start to Finish
The idea of image reconstruction is relatively straightforward. We start with

a set of images, and conduct principal component analysis (PCA). Then, when we
are given new images, we can use the principal components to determine whether
the given image represents a positive or negative pain event. An overview of how
this classification method will work can be seen in Figure 10. Image reconstruction
relies upon the idea that different classes of images look different, or have distinct
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Figure 9. Model splits using LOOCV

Figure 10. Overarching Diagram of Image Reconstruction Process
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Figure 11. Comparison of positive and negative pain event
features that can be used to uniquely identify them. We expect that image reconstruction will work for pain classification because images of the given physiological
streams exhibit different features. For an example, we have extracted an image of
a positive and negative pain event with II and RESP from our dataset in Figure
11. By these two images it is clear that each class of images will have distinct
features from one another. If each class of images looked exactly the same, then
the classifier would have no way to discern which is which as all calculations would
effectively be the same and image reconstruction would be useless for our purposes.

Before introducing the processes behind image reconstruction, we must first
describe relevant hyperparameters that will be used in the process, as well as
their individual purposes. The main hyperparameters we will be referencing are a
window size w, a block size ∆, the number of principal components k, and the image
resolution r. W is the length of time in seconds that we pull data in order build our
images. ∆ is the larger time frame where we will pull the length w time segments
from. The k principal components will be used to extract the features from our
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images and ultimately to classify our images. And lastly, image resolution r will
not be tested much, but is important to include in our set of parameters as the
resolution of images must be large enough to capture the inter-signal relationships
of our data but small enough to reduce the complexity of our resulting images.
To get started with the process of image reconstruciton, we begin with the
training phase. In this phase, we generate images of our data and conduct PCA,
which gives us vectors that can be used for actual reconstruction in our detection
phase. First, we take the time series data of our physiological streams and create
a portrait. A portrait is an n-dimensional representation of a relationship of time
series streams. For our purposes, the streams in our portraits will be either ABP,
II, and RESP, or II and RESP. When given w seconds of our time series data, we
normalize the data streams so that all values fall into the range [0, 1]. We do this
because ABP, II, and RESP all are recorded with values of incomparable scales,
and normalizing them allows us to make reasonable comparisons [19]. Then, we
plot each of the streams against each other so that for each of the n dimensions,
we have one stream of data. This process effectively produces a scatter plot of
our physiological streams for the given time window. For simplification purposes,
all visual representations of our processes will be pulled from the 2-dimensional
approach of using just II and RESP as opposed to the full 3-dimensional approach.
One sample of the resulting portrait from converting given II and RESP streams
can be seen in Figure 12.
Once we have portraits generated, we then construct images from these portraits. To do so we attempt to view the given portrait as an image of resolution r.
We pass the portrait in as an n∗n (or n∗n∗n) grid, each element of which describes
whether any points are stored within them. To convert this grid to an image, we
translate the information to an n ∗ n (or n ∗ n ∗ n) matrix that is binarized. This
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Figure 12. Sample portrait generation. Two streams of data are converted to a
single portrait
means that where there is no data present at row i, column j, a 0 will be placed
at this point in the matrix. But, if there is data present at row i, column j, a 1
will be placed at this point in the matrix. A sample of the resulting image after
converting a portrait to a binarized state can be seen in Figure 13. The process
of creating portraits and converting them to images is repeated until a total of ∆
time units have been transformed into images. For instance, if w is 5 seconds and
∆ is 10 seconds, the process will end with 2 images.
Now with all images generated for the positive pain event class and negative
pain event class from our base working dataset, we can create a classifier used to
identify which class a given image belongs to and conduct PCA to do so. The
aim of PCA is to construct a set of principal components that will be used to
explain variation in images and bring out patterns from the given data [20]. The
following algorithms are adapted from Cai and Venkatasubramanian[17]. If we
define m as the total number of images for a given class (positive or negative),
we can represent each image as a column vector vi , then we can generate a set of
principal components by first computing the mean of the column vectors of our
given class. This mean can be found using the following equation:
m

µx =

1 X
vi
m i=1

Once we have our mean, we can then create a covariance matrix Cx where x is the
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Figure 13. Converting a portrait to an image
class of either positive or negative pain events depending on which class we are
constructing the covariance matrix for. This matrix can be calculated using the
equation:
Cx =

m
X

(vi − µx )(vi − µx )T

i=1

These equations were introduced in [16] and used in [17] for the same purposes.
After we have conducted this process for each class, we will have two sets of principal components: one for positive pain events, and one for negative pain events.
This is the main element of our classifier because each set will extract the major
variations of our classes. In order to use our covariance matrix for classification,
we first conduct an eigenanalysis on Cx . We start by finding the eigenvectors of Cx
and sort them in non increasing order based on their corresponding eigenvalues.
Then, we take the first k eigenvectors, and use them as rows of data to build a
matrix denoted Px .
The training phase is complete once we have created Px for each class, and
we move on to the detection phase from there. In order to make our detections,
we take a brand new input image u, and begin by projecting the image onto an
eigenspace using Px using the following formula:
p = Px (u − µx )
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Then, with this projection we can reconstruct the image with the formula:
u′x = PxT p + µx
This process is done twice for each image u: once attempting to reconstruct it
as a positive pain event, and the other trying to reconstruct as a negative pain
event. Then, for each reconstructed image we compute a reconstruction error
via euclidean distance between each reconstructed image and the original. The
reconstruction error can be calculated as follows:
error = |u′x − u|
With both errors calculated we can classify our image. If the reconstruction error
for the positive class is less than that of the negative class, we classify the image as
positive. If the reconstruction error for the negative class is greater than or equal
to the positive class, we classify the image as negative.
3.6

Hyperparameter Tuning Process Overview
In this section we describe the process of tuning our hyperparameters before

presenting our target metrics and ultimately our results. We start with the least
important hyperparameter mentioned above, the image resolution r. The optimal
resolution, r = 40 was found empirically by testing observing images at resolutions
20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 100, 150, 200, and 300. We then moved onto selecting the window
size w. To select the window size, we set ∆ to a fixed value of 15 minutes and
k to a fixed value of 5. Then we evaluated our model with various window sizes,
including 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 50, 100, and 150 seconds. After testing the various
window sizes, we attempted to find an optimal ∆ value. To do so, we evaluated
our model with a fixed w of 25 seconds and fixed k of 5, and modified the ∆ value
to be 5, 10, 15, 20, or 30 minutes. These time windows were centered around the
pain observation, meaning a 30 minutes ∆ contains 15 minutes of data before and
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15 minutes of data after the pain event. Lastly, we evaluated various k values with
a fixed ∆ of 15 minutes and a fixed w of 25 seconds. These k values includ 5, 10,
15, 20, and 25.
3.7

Metrics to be Used in Evaluation
While evaluating our models, there are multiple metrics that relate to our

project. Firstly, we look to the false negative rate (FN) and the false positive rate
(FP). The fasle negative rate is defined as the fraction of cases where positive pain
events are classified as negative events. The false positive rate is defined as the
fraction of cases where negative pain events are classified as positive ones. Next,
we will use the true positive rate (TP) and true negative rate (TN). True positive
rate refers to the fraction of positive pain events that are classified as positive ones,
and true negative rate refers to the fraction of negative pain events classified as
negative. These two rates are used in our calculation of a balanced accuracy rate
(BAC), which can be found with the equation:
BAC = 0.5 ∗ T P + 0.5 ∗ T N
Beyond the BAC, we also observe both precision and recall values. Precision is
the fraction of true positive classifications over the number of total positive classifications. This metric tells us of all positive classifications made by the model
how many are actually positive pain events. Recall is the fraction of true positives classifications over the total number of actual positive values in our dataset,
which provides us with the number of positive predictions made out of all positive
predictions that could have been made.
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CHAPTER 4
Results
In this section we discuss the results of our modeling procedures. We first
explore the results of our hyperparameter tuning and cross validation. From there
we explore the success of our model on unseen data. For each section, we begin by
discussing the results of our 2 dimensional approach involving just II and RESP,
followed by the results of our 3 dimensional approach involving II, RESP, and
ABP.
4.1

Hyperparameter Tuning Results with Metrics from LOOCV Outcomes
As mentioned previously, we test various values for each hyperparameter by

locking the keeping the other testable hyperparameters constant and modifying the
value of the hyperparameter at hand. In order to better predict the performance of
our models, for each testing run, we ran LOOCV as described previously. This was
conducted using 90% of the dataset to split into training and validation. Beginning
with the 2 dimensional testing, Figure 14 exhibits the results of testing various
values of the window size w. A window size of 20 seconds produced the best
overall results with a BAC of 79.26%. Additionally, its precision and recall values
were the highest our of all tested values meaning that a window size of 20 seconds
makes the most accurate positive classifications out of all the values. Following
window size testing, we tested out values for ∆. Figure 15 displays these results,
and we can observe that a ∆ of 10 minutes produced the best results. This pairing
of parameters resulted in a BAC of 82.5%. Like in testing the w, the optimal ∆
also produced the highest precision and recall values. And lastly we tested out
various values for k, Figure 16 shows the results that k = 5 yields optimal BAC
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Figure 14. 2D w testing. 20 seconds results in the highest BAC of 79.26%

Figure 15. 2D ∆ testing. 10 minutes results in the highest BAC of 82.5%
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Figure 16. 2D k testing. 5 principal components results in the highest BAC of
75.79%
at 75.79%. Ultimately, through our testing we have concluded that the optimal
hyperparameters for our 2 dimensional model are w = 20 seconds, ∆ = 10 minutes,
and k = 5 principal components as each performs best through each respective
testing series.
After this round of testing was completed, we then found optimal hyperparameters for the 3 dimensional model. Beginning with w, we tested 5, 10, 15, 20,
25, 30, 50, 100, and 150 seconds. In this case we test 30 seconds uniquely for the 3
dimensional case because in testing, 25 seconds was optimal, but there was a large
jump from 25 to 50 seconds and so we tested new values at increments of 5 seconds
until the accuracy went down. Figure 17 shows the results of our testing. A w
of 25 seconds yielded optimal results for our 3 dimensional model, with a BAC
of 85.42%, and the highest precision and recall values of the tested options. Like
before, we then tested values for ∆ in the range 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 minutes.
Again due to the larger jump from 20 to 30, we additionally tested 25 minutes to
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Figure 17. 3D w testing. 25 seconds results in the highest BAC of 85.42%
be sure that our results stood. A 20 minutes ∆ produced the best results with
a BAC of 86.71%. The results of this testing series can be viewed in Figure 18.
Finally we evaluated the same k values for our 3 dimensional model. As can be
seen in Figure 19 and similarly to the 2 dimensional approach, k = 5 principal
components produced the best results at a balanced accuracy of 85.42% with the
best precision and recall values of the testing series.
4.2

Final Testing Results
This section summarizes the final results found in the testing phase of both our

2 dimensional and 3 dimensional approach. The results were obtained using the
test set described previously in section 3.4 (30 positive pain events and 40 negative
pain events). During model training, none of the data in our test set was seen by
the models, and so this will demonstrate how our models will generalize to unseen
data. In order to test our final models, we used each optimal hyperparameter
in a combination together. In other words, for the 2 dimensional approach we
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Figure 18. 3D ∆ testing. 20 minutes results in the highest BAC of 86.71%

Figure 19. 3D k testing. 5 principal components results in the highest BAC of
85.42%
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Figure 20. Final testing results presented. The 3 dimensional approach achieves a
BAC of 87.18% while the 2 dimensional approach achieves a BAC of just 80.56%
use w = 20 seconds, ∆ = 10 minutes, and k = 5 principal components. For
the 3 dimensional approach, we utilize w = 25 seconds, ∆ = 20 minutes and k
= 5 principal components. Results of both approaches are presented in Figure
20. Following a general presentation of these results, we move onto their meaning
and conclusions we can draw from them in the next chapter. Looking at the
2 dimensional approach first, we see a false positive rate of 15.56% and a false
negative rate of 23.33%. The 2 dimensional approach yielded a precision score of
78.71%, recall of 76.67%, and a balanced accuracy of 80.56%. The 3 dimensional
approach performed better across the board, with a false positive rate and false
negative rate of 11.94% and 13.70%, respectively. This approach also resulted in
a precision of 84.42%, a recall of 86.30%, and a balanced accuracy of 87.18%.
4.3

Discussion of Results
As mentioned previously, FN tells us how often positive pain events are clas-

sified as negative ones and FP tells us how often negative events are classified
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as positive ones. Universally, we observe that the FN of our image reconstruction
model is larger than the FP. This indicates that our model generally misses positive
pain events more often than it does negative pain events. In a medical context this
is the preferred scenario, as even though pain can affect quality of life as mentioned
previously, pain in itself is not fatal [1], and so not observing pain immediately will
not directly lead to patient mortality. On the other hand, falsely identifying pain
may lead to health care workers prescribing pain medications that are unneeded,
which can lead to adverse side effects [2]. Looking at the recall and precision values, both classifiers accurately predict positive pain events a vast majority of the
time, leading us to believe that our model is successful in its task of predicting pain
in general. Compared with previous work, our model performs better. We utilize
only 3 physiological streams to produce an accuracy of 87.18% while other works
have used more than double this to reach an accuracy of just 76.1%. Ultimately
our study displays the viability of objective pain assessment when a model is presented with physiological data. As an extension of this idea, image reconstruction
based classifiers appear useful in the context of performing binary classification
when given physiological data streams presented as image data. There are some
higher upfront computational costs in this methodology for the training phase,
but once a base classifier is created, detection is extremely fast and simple, and
our overall model is highly interpretable. Moreover, adding additional data to the
dataset does not prompt us to fully reconstruct a classifier, as we would still have
access to the original averages, covariance matrices and other values required to
classification. The only modification would be the data set size, and adding in
the new values or the additional data into the calculations. Although our model
performs well, a maximum accuracy of 87.18% is far from the perfect classifier.
Similarly to the conclusions of other works, models used for objective pain predic-
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tion should be utilized in conjunction with current subjective methodology and the
professional opinion of health care workers as any errors could prove problematic
for health care workers and patients.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1

Conclusions
In this study, we proposed a new method for classifying the presence or ab-

sence of pain using physiological signals. We began by describing the general field
of machine learning and its relation to pain classification. We found that while
some work has been conducted in the area of machine learning in pain research, a
majority of it relates to predicting levels of reported pain as opposed to presence.
These works operate on the assumption that a patient is reporting pain and show
some success in their mission. We then transition towards building a model for
binary pain classification. We walk through the process of trimming, imputing
within, and splitting our dataset, and describe our model; image reconstruction
based methodology has never been attempted within this context to our knowledge. The main goal of this study is to present an alternative to classical machine
learning methods, with the hope of improving upon the results of previous studies.
We attempted two approaches for our image reconstruction based classifier: a
3 dimensional and a 2 dimensional approach. The 2 dimensional method included
ABP and II for each pain event. With this classifier, we ended with a precision
of 78.71% and a recall of 76.67%. This generally means that the majority of
the time, positive predictions are accurate. This model also makes false negative
classifications more often than false positive classifications, each at 23.33% and
15.56%, respectively. For the purposes of this study, we declare that false negatives
are more acceptable than false positives, depending on context. It is known that
pain itself is not fatal, as pain is simply a signal sent from the brain. While some
physiological processes such as altered vital signs can occur as a result of pain,
the pain itself is not deadly [1]. With this in mind, if a patient is determined to
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not be in pain by our model, the worst immediate case is that they do not receive
treatment. Assuming the event is acute pain as opposed to chronic, there will
be no long term effects as mentioned previously in section 1.1 [2]. However, with
false positives, there may be the risk of prescribing unneeded pain medications
could lead to adverse events. For instance, a patient who is prescribed morphine
could ultimately develop an addiction [3] and thus, false negatives are much more
acceptable than false positives. In the end, the 2 dimensional approach produced
a balanced accuracy of 80.56% when presented with 20 seconds of physiological
data.
Moving onto our 3 dimensional approach, which included ABP, II, and RESP.
This model far outperforms the 2 dimensional approach, producing a false positive
rate of 11.94% and false negative rate of 13.70%. Its precision and recall values
were 84.42% and 86.30%, respectively, indicating that for a vast majority of cases,
positive predictions made by this model are accurate. The 3 dimensional approach
produced an ultimate balanced accuracy of 87.18%, given just 25 seconds of data
to work with. Overall this indicates that when more streams of data are included
in the classifier, more information must be extracted from the reconstruction based
classifier in order to make a decision on the class of an input image, which intuitively makes sense. As an extension, more streams also appears to produce better
results in our modeling as well, a phenomenon which can be explored more in the
future.
5.2

Limitations
Though the results of our study are promising there are some limitations that

should be addressed. Firstly, the problem being solved in this work is a binary
classification of pain presence or absence. This lends itself more towards exploring
the viability of objective pain assessment. Within specific medical contexts, de-
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Figure 21. Subjective pain rating scale
tecting the presence of pain may not always be fully useful. For instance, it may be
more useful to classify the level of pain a nonverbal patient is experiencing so that
proper treatment can be administered. However, it is important to still establish
that pain exists first before classifying a level.
Another key limitation of our study is that our dataset contains fully subjective assessments of pain. Patients often referenced the Wong-Baker pain chart
pictured in Figure 21 while rating their pain; this model has been used for many
years in pain assessment. Though the goal of our study is to objectively identify
the presence of pain, we may still have skewed instances of data where a patient
not experiencing pain reports a positive pain event or vice versa.
A third limitation of our work is that we rely upon the relationship between
several physiological signals in order to make our predictions. While our model
is not user-specific, having just 700 pain events to work with may not greatly
represent the human population as a whole, and so if used in practice, our model
may perform better with some populations than others. The obvious solution to
this is training a model on much larger sample sizes, but this in itself is a problem
in the area of pain research.
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5.3

Future Work
In the future we plan to improve upon this work in a few different ways.

Firstly, we plan to collect more data from patients experiencing pain. This increase
in data could help to address the class imbalance problem before the dataset is
altered, and will assist in better identifying our model generalizability. Next, we
will expand the study to incorporate more physiological streams. As we found
in our study that more streams appears to produce better results, we plan to
incorporate other streams including skin conductance or heart rate variability as
they have been associated with pain as well. [4, 5, 6]. Incorporating more streams
into our datasets could allow us to further investigate the idea that more streams
produces better models at the cost of potentially more prediction runtime and other
costs associated with more data usage. Lastly, in the future we plan to attempt to
incorporate image reconstruction into the world of predicting pain levels. There
are several successful models that predict levels of pain as mentioned previously,
but predicting beyond a binary classification problem expands beyond this work
and [7], and could help understand the application of image reconstruction to
physiological signal data in general.
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